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Intellectual property rights (IPR) are …

Legal rights which exist within a framework of national and
international law, wherein the rights are intended to reward creativity
and innovation by providing privileges to the owner and/or licensee(s)
of the rights, wherein the privileges are intended to provide enhanced
opportunities for financial benefit.

Pertinent IPR for Thorium technologies include:
Patent rights

Design rights

…
but the laws of confidentiality are also important.
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IPR: patents, design, copyright

Patent rights:
The invention must be new, inventive and industrially applicable for associated
patent rights to be granted and valid
Patent rights are of limited duration (20 years max.; 21 years max. from priority
date) after which the public has free use of the invention
Establishment of patent rights requires the patent applicant to make publicly
available details of the invention (via publication of the patent application or
granted patent)
Establishment of patent rights requires financial investment and the scope of
eventual patent rights is often difficult to anticipate when commencing on
patenting activities
Submitting patent applications does not hinder subsequent publication via
scientific literature in scientific journals and similar
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Thorium technology innovation trends …

Thorium Energy Systems

”Beam systems” :
”Bulk systems”:
Energy amplifier; (accelerator
driven sub-critical reactor
(ADSR) – high-current proton
systems; (Carlo Rubbia et al.)
Energy beam ignition – laser
ignition (Lawrence Livermore
National Security)

Blanket seed (Radkowsky)
Thorium Fluoride molten
liquid reactors

Thorium technology innovation trends …
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implementation
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ADSR implementation
(Rubbia, Lillestøl et al.)
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ADSR implementation
(Rubbia, Lillestøl et al.)

Trends in Thorium technology patent protection …

Patent rights are defined by patent claims of granted patents.
Patent claims can be of two general types: apparatus, method

Apparatus claims include for example: Thorium reactor system, cooling arrangement for
Thorium reactor, fuel handling arrangement for Thorium reactor, Thorium fuel storage
arrangement, Thorium reactor control arrangement, sensors for Thorium reactor, containment
vessel for Thorium reactor, safety shutdown arrangement for Thorium reactor, high current
proton accelerator, magnet arrangement for high current proton accelerator

Method claims include for example: Method of controlling a Thorium reactor system, method
of starting up a Thorium reactor, method of shutting down a Thorium reactor, method of
preparing Thorium fuel, method of processing spent Thorium fuel, method of mining Thorium
fuel, method of regulating output from a Thorium reactor, method of coping with emergency
situations occuring in a Thorium reactor, software products for implemeting aforementioned
methods, methods of pulse operation of a high current proton accelerator

Trends in Thorium technology patent protection …

However, there is always a need to consider the balance of benefit
between …

Confidentiality (i.e. not helping competitors via published patent
applications) on the one hand

and

Patenting (i.e. telling the World that a given technology is
reserved for the benefit of the patent proprietor)

Trends in Thorium technology patent protection …

Reasons to maintain confidentiality:

- Prior art is likely to prevent patenting but use of known technology in the
context of Thorium is highly advantageous
- Technology has been provided by a third party under an obligation of
confidence which would be breached by disclosure via a published patent
application
- Keep competitors guessing regarding which way your innovation process is
progressing
- Save ideas until a major breakthrough is made which is clearly novel and has
inventive step; too much incremental patenting can make it difficult to obtain
eventual broad patent right protection
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Reasons for seeking patent rights:

- Show to investors that your company is innovator, namely is a market leader
and likely to win in the competitive market; reassure investors that market
share is being reserved to help gurantee a return on investment to investors
- Chase competition away
- Generate additional income via licensing of patent rights (for example as part
of a technology transfer deal and/or technology sharing deal)
- Apply ”passive” patent protection by submitting patent applications for
publications to destroy novelty in a controlled manner, to prevent competitive
third parties from themselves obtaining granted patent rights to given
technology
- Submit ”decoy” patent applications to mislead competitive organisations
regarding the true direction of your research and devlopment
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Thorium technology innovation trends …
(”Thorium”+”nuclear”+”power”)(PCT+US+EP+JP)
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Trends in Thorium technology patent protection …
Analysis of trends in patents for Thorium technologies:
- It is appears that a peak in Thorium patenting activities occurred around the year 1995 corresponding to
considerable Thorium technology innovation around the year 1990 within various companies and
universities;
- Patent applications filed around the year 1995 will expire latest around the year 2015, namely circa 5
years into the future from the present date, after which the inventions of these patent applications will be
free for anyone to employ;
- In order to establish a strong IP position in future, there will be a need to establish a mosaic of patent
rights relating to various aspects Thorium technology, requiring many more Thorium-related patent
applications to be filed relating to more specific inventions (strategy adopted by Philips NV, Holland and
telecomms companies for their technologies) to map out an area of technology (commercially most
beneficial when mapping onto internationally agreed standards);
- Profiling patent applications indicates that initial interest in Thorium seed blanket reactors has given way
to interest in accelerator driven sub-critical systems (ADSR) (energy amplifiers);
- We envisage that the Thorium power industry could commence with seed blanket configurations and
move progressively towards ADSR into the future (wherein the cost of each kWh generated is likely to be
greater for ADSR systems in comparison the seed blanket configuration on account of ADSR systems
being more complex precision apparatus);
- Considerable Thorium-related patent literature exists and is valuable to study via patent searches to
identify potentially useful subject matter in parallel with searches amongst scientific literature.
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Analysis of trends in patents for Thorium technologies (cont):
- Seed blanket and accelerator driven sub-critical reactor (ADSR) Thorium systems are
likely to be complementary in function:
(a) seed-blanket technology is envisaged to cope with more constant baseload at lowest
cost; and
(b) ADSR technology is likely to be more rapidly adjustable and susceptible to cope better
with variable demand at higher cost for balancing services.

Grid power
demand

However, smart-grid technologies are likely to reduce the significance of option (b) for ADSR.

ADSR
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Time, t

Oil and gas resources are becoming exhausted …

… such that we need Thorium power to fill the
gap in supply and demand …

… Social consequences of falling
energy access per capita …

Thorium development

Peak rate of Thorium
patent applications

Latest expiration of
Thorium patent rights
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Conclusions:
-

If Thorium technologies are to compensate for progressive exhaustion of oil and gas
reserves to maintain or increase per capita access to energy (see Olduvai Theory curve),
much more patenting activity would be expected than presently appears to be occurring in
regard of Thorium technologies. This raises a question whether or not Thorium
technologies are being ”rolled out” fast enough by various governmental bodies;

-

Establishing a strong IP position in the future in respect of Thorium technology will most
probably require a mosaic of patent applications to map out smaller incremental innovations
within whole areas of Thorium technology rather than a few major blocking patents (key
Thorium innovations);

-

We envisage a diversity of different systems architectures for Thorium reactors providing
different tradeoffs between intrinsic safety, dyamic operating response and generating costper-kWh; this will require considerable patenting activity to safeguard respective
commercial positions of companies specializing in these various different configurations.

… We are likely to see an increase in need for patenting activity within the Thorium-related
industries if Thorium energy is really to provide us with a long-term solution to depletion of
fossil oil and gas reserves.
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Thank you for attention !
- Questions -

